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As a self-taught Access developer for the past eight years, I have an extensive library of books dealing with beginneing
to advanced areas of Access.

The Access help guide describes the bypass key as follows: For example, you can set the AllowBypassKey
property to False to prevent a user from bypassing the startup properties and the AutoExec macro. Opening the
Northwind database. Now navigate back to Northwind. Select the file name. This time the database will open
a lot faster, the database window will be visible, and the Main Switchboard form will not open at all. In
addition, the AutoExec macro will not run either, so any special startup sequences that you have built into
your database will not be triggered. This is a good way to view the hidden database window, turning on the
special keys and avoiding customized menus. Your users can also do this, so you may want to think about
invoking this extra bypass key protection just before you deliver your software. Select Chapter 2 and select
frmStartupProperties. Because we are testing the process, select the Display Database Window check box just
in case we have to return to frmStartupProperties from the Database Window. This form provides a safety net
because it will allow us to reset the AllowBypassKey property back to True. Clear the Allow Bypass Key
check box. Now there is one last step for those who just must have the best protection for their startup
properties. Applying DDL Protection Finally, if you consider that one of your users may understand how to
enable the AllowBypassKey option by using VBA code and you have used workgroup security, you can use
the DDL protection to limit this modification to database administrators only. This limitation is possible by
using the optional fourth argument ddlRequired of the StartUpProps subroutine. Remember that before we set
the DDL property, we first must delete the current setting of the property, as demonstrated by the following
code: If they can, then use the Administrator Only check box on the form to lock it. The Bypass Key Wrap Up
If your database relies only on the startup properties to protect the data and the objects, then you probably
want to make sure it is as safe as possible. A user who knows how to press SHIFT the bypass key when
opening a database can easily modify or delete any object in the database, copy those hidden tables that the
developer tried to hide, or simply enter the data directly into the tables and avoid all the form-based data rules.
If you think that your users will never find out about the SHIFT key, try typing "Startup" into your Access
help and the instructions for "Ignore startup options" will figure very prominently. The final word on this topic
is that you may want to look to the end of Chapter 6, where I show you a tool that will locate people who have
connected to your database without using your required startup form. Now I will show you how special keys
can make using the startup options a little easier for the developer.
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One tool that you should look at is LDBView, a program that Microsoft wrote for Access 97 that still works
well on any database on any version of Access. This program comes as part of a download file from www.
Download this file by using the link provided in the "Further Reading" section at the end of this chapter. On
this download, you will find the following: The LDBView program, which helps you look at who is using
your database. A comprehensive white paper on Jet database engine locking and. LDB locking information
files. A program called DBLock that can help you understand record locking conflicts in your database. This
program is easy to install and easy to use. Microsoft Knowledge Base Article No. Discover which users have
been connected to the database and which users are currently connected to the database. Determine which user
or users have left the database in a suspect state. Finding a database from which you require a list of users. To
use the utility, open LDBView. The LDBView utility will work only if someone has the database open in
shared mode and an. LDB file is generated. Once you have selected the database, you will see a form similar
to that shown in Figure LDB Viewer, showing a list of users in a database. The list on the right side of that
form shows the following important information: Logged On, which specifies the Access workgroup user
name the user entered to log on to the database. If the user name and password prompt does not appear, this
field returns Admin, the default Access user name. Suspect State, which returns True if the user has left the
database in a suspect state. Otherwise, this value is Null. Committed Transactions, an integer value whose
purpose this author was unable to determine. In addition, Access 97 databases were the only version where
this column was populated. Caution If you are using Access , the suspect state will have a value of Yes once a
user logs off. Also, the number of committed transactions will always remain 0. The database header
information also always remains 0, but you really need to consider finding a new life if you find this
interesting. When everyone closes down the database, the connection to the database ceases and the display is
cleared. The LDBView utility has the advantage that it looks directly at the. LDB file and skips Access
security such as database passwords and workgroup security. Please note that the. A Little More on the. LDB
File Whenever you open an Access database, Access will open a file with the same name as the database and
an extension of. This file type is known as a locking information file. For example, if you open Northwind.
This new file keeps track of users and the locking status of every object that requires some form of locking in
the database. When all users have exited the database by closing it in an orderly manner, Access will close the.
LDB file and delete it. The internals of the. LDB file are important for database sharing. The file stores the
computer name and workgroup file security names of those users who are currently logged on to the database
with the occasional exception. It also stores the objects that that user has open or locked in a special and
flexible part of the workgroup file. Note Access needs to delete the. LDB file when it closes so that replicated
databases work properly and to allow for performance improvements when determining which other users
have locks. Therefore, everyone who uses the folder in which the database is stored will need write and delete
permissions for files in that folder. You will find out more about Windows folder permissions in Chapter To
find out more about the. This paper is included in the LDBView download files, or you can find a link to it in
the "Further Reading" section with other. LDB pages at the end of this chapter. Australian Mark McNally
wrote the form in , as far as I can tell. This form shows you how to read an. LDB file directly and displays the
results in a list box. This form continues to show users after they have logged off until Access deletes the. This
file may be of interest if you want to find all users who have attached to a database rather than just those who
were in the database when you looked at the user roster through ADO or the LDBView utility.
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One proposition, repeated in several contexts, is that somehow an Autonumber field, being an "artificial key",
is a bad idea. This is an egregiously wrong-headed view. A primary key in a table should ideally tell you
nothing about the data on the row except the value you need to retrieve the row. On this score, an Autonumber
field is ideal. An Autonumber field is, strictly speaking, an "artificial key", as the author says. To imply that
this makes it also wrong is at the very least a misreading of a phrase, and suggests a cursory level of
understanding of the subject at best. Incidentally, another artificial key, widely used, is the GUID Globally
Unique Identifier , typically handled and presented as a long string of hexadecimal characters. The differences
are not germane to this discussion. Both GUIDs and Autonumber fields provide primary keys that tell you
nothing about the row they identify, except the value you use to retrieve the row. This is not the place for this
level of detail, given the number of issues that arise in the first chapter, but a summary is surely merited. He
warns against "oversimplifying tables", which is to say, normalizing fully. Why he would see it as a problem
that you must normally use queries to view the data is beyond me. Table design for relational data is not,
repeat NOT, about human readability. It is simply not a factor. Table design is about correct relations between
lists of things that you need to represent, nothing else. The payoff for normalizing properly "oversimplifying
tables" is that your applications can handle the stuff in your lists easily and correctly, and there is even a
performance benefit. The performance argument is less compelling partly because gains from proper
representation can be offset by the larger number of joins required when data is fully normalized. When that
becomes a genuine problem, you start creating data warehouse repositories where everything is human
readable and nothing is updatable anyway. Human readability of keys is not a consideration in live data. Using
"artificial keys", according to the author, "masks the value for sorts and searches". Again, not an issue. The
author could not read a stock record and tell what product was in stock in a design using "artificial keys",
meaning autonumber field. Expect human readability loss. He observes that "you cannot join or link tables on
a null value". You cannot literally use the JOIN operator to match fields on null values and get what you were
hoping for. See above for doing it with criteria. He recounts a sad example of some row being deleted from an
upper level table, and having "no way to put it back Just for starters, use of relational integrity would have
prevented the problem altogether, by blocking removal of an upper level table row whose primary key was in
use as a foreign key elsewhere. The author may not have had this option, since his application is described as
working between a home office and remote users. Put referential integrity aside for this one, for lack of
information. I half suspect that use of built-in synchronization, instead of custom synchronizing code, as he
describes it, would have solved the problem anyway, but put that aside, too, also for lack of information. Still,
the answer in this case is exactly to run the one query you need to restore the row. There is nothing brute force
about this. Replace the row in the upper table to restore that primary key. Then edit the remaining fields, and
you are done. Since the data is now healthy again as a result of running exactly one append query, you could
let the user edit the upper level record in whatever form would normally be used for that purpose. But not for
this author. Rather than simply run one query and then edit some fields to solve the problem, the author
"ended up writing a lot of unnecessary code and some special data entry forms to solve the problem".
Unnecessary hardly describes it. This is another jab at using "artificial keys", whereas his design the correct
one on the left uses human readable and sometimes compound keys. I do it occasionally for lookup tables, so
that I can store a short, but still readable, key, but also provide a full name and even a description. In the
universe of Access applications, however, this consideration is typically not a major factor. Still, to call his
definitely compromised solution the "correct design" is just beyond boneheaded. As for composite keys,
which the author encourages: They are annoying in every way imagineable. However interesting the rest of the
book may be, and it could be, approach it with great caution, knowing that the author shows no great
understanding it is tempting to say no understanding at all of data design. He could be great at forms and
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In this article Important Microsoft no longer recommends creating and using Access web apps in SharePoint.
As an alternative, consider using Microsoft PowerApps to build no-code business solutions for the web and
mobile devices. Access features a new application model that enables subject matter experts to quickly create
web-based applications. Included with Access are a set of templates that you can use to jump start creating
your application. Prerequisites for building an app with Access To follow the steps in this example, you need
the following: Access A SharePoint development environment For more information about setting up your
SharePoint development environment, see Set up a general development environment for SharePoint. For
more information about obtaining Access and SharePoint, see Downloads. Create the app Suppose you want
to create an Access app that tracks issues for your business. Before you start creating the tables and view from
scratch, you should search for a schema template that meets your needs. To create the issue tracking app Open
Access and choose Custom web app. Enter a name and the web location for your app. You can also choose a
location from the Locations list and choose Create. Type Issues into the What would you like to track? A list
of templates that might be useful for tracking issues is displayed in Figure 1. Templates that match the search
for issues Choose Issues. Access creates a set of tables and views. Explore the app To understand whether the
schema and views meet your needs, you should examine them. The tables created by selecting the Issues
schema are displayed in the Tile Pane. The Issues, Customer, and Employees tables are the main focus of the
app. The Issues table stores information about each issue. Each issue is opened by and assigned to an
employee on behalf of a customer. The Related Issues and Issue Comments tables play a supporting role in the
app. The Related Issues table enables you to link one issue to another. The Issue Comments table stores
multiple comments for a single issue. In an Access desktop. Access apps manage relationships by using fields
set to the Lookup data type. The Customer field is related to the Customers table. To examine the relationship,
select the Customer field and then select Modify Lookups. The Lookup Wizard is displayed, as shown in
Figure 2. Lookup Wizard displaying the relationship to the Customers table The Lookup Wizard dialog box
shows that the Customer field is linked to the Customers table and to return the Display Name First Last field
from the Customers table. Several other fields are also set to the Lookup data type. In these cases, the Lookup
data type is used to specify the specific values to allow for in the field. Close the Issues table and examine the
Tile Pane. The top three tiles, for the Issues, Customers, and Employees tables, are displayed differently than
the bottom two tiles for the Related Issues and Issue Comments table, as shown in Figure 3. Tile Pane for the
Issues schema The Related Issues and Issue Comments tables are dimmed because they are to be hidden from
the user in the web browser. To do this, click Launch App to open the app in your web browser. The app
opens the Issues List view of the Issues table. Before adding an issue, it would be a good idea to add some
customers and employees. Click the Customers tile to start adding customers. Use the View Selector to choose
one of three views available for the Customers table, labeled List, Datasheet, and Groups as shown in Figure
4. List Details is one of the views Access automatically generates when you create a table. The main feature
that distinguishes a List Details view is the list pane that appears on the left side of the view. The list pane is
used to filter and navigate the records contained in the view. In an Access desktop database, implementing a
searchable list view would require writing custom code. Choosing Datasheet opens the Customers Datasheet
view. Datasheet is the other kind of view Access automatically generates when you create a table. Datasheet
views are useful for those who find it easier to enter, sort, and filter data in a spreadsheet-like manner.
Choosing Groups opens a Summary view. Summary views can be used to group records based on a field and
optionally calculate a sum or average. The Action Bar is a customizable toolbar that appears at the top of each
view, as shown in Figure 5. As you type the name of a customer into the into the Customer box, one or more
of the customer names will appear, as shown in Figure 6. This helps ensure the accuracy of data entry. To add
a field to the Issues table Open the app in Access. Enter Contact Number in the first blank cell in the Field
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Name column. Choose Short Text in the Data Type column. Close the Issues table. To create the data macro to
look up contact information In the Create group, choose Advanced, and then choose Data Macro. In the Name
box, enter CustID. In the Type dropdown, choose Number Floating Decimal. In the Where Condition box,
enter [Customers]. In the Expression box, enter [Customers]. The macro should resemble the macro shown in
Figure 8. This chooses the Issues list form. Drag the Contact Number field form the Field List pane to the
location on the form where you want the contact number to be displayed. Choose the Contact Number text
box, and then click Data. Now we should write a user interface UI macro that copies the Work Phone field
from the Customers table into the Contact Phone field of the Issues table. The After Update event of the
CustomerAutocomplete control is a good location for the macro. A blank macro is opened in macro Design
View. In the SetLocalVar box, enter Phone. When you chose the GetContactPhone data macro that was
created earlier, Access automatically filled in the parameter name and return variable for the macro. The
phone number for the customer is stored in a variable named Phone. In the Control Name box, enter
CustomerContact. In the Property dropdown, choose Value. The macro should resemble the macro shown in
Figure 9. After Update macro Close macro Design View. Close the Issues List view. Choose Yes when you
are prompted to save your changes. Click Launch App to open the app in your web browser and then add a
new issue. The Contact Number box updates automatically after the customer name is entered, as shown in
Figure Issues view updated with phone number Conclusion Using one of the schema templates included with
is a good way to jump start the creation of an Access web app. The views that are automatically created for
you contain advanced functionally that requires custom code to implement in a Access desktop database.
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